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Traditional Async communications
Single sample in middle of bit cell. 
Microcontrollers will often do multiple samples with 
majority vote.

Improvements for Async communications panel to increase flexibility.
1. Add advanced triggering capability to detect “Start” of async communications frame without using the traditional Start bit.
   a. At least two trigger conditions with programmable levels, and edge.
2. Add programmable sample delay time after trigger condition for 1st data sample to align data bit sample clock (sdel).
3. Add a “Start bits” pull-down with 1 Start bit (standard), 0 Start bits (advanced trigger)
4. Add a 0 Stop bits selection (advanced)
   (for 2,3 and 4, the data frame is defined by the advanced trigger setting to begin sampling, the “sdel”  setting for first data sample, Bits per frame, 
   and Bit Rate).
5. Add settings to define voltage levels for Logic 1, and Logic 0 (for example >=V, or <=V)

By adding these advanced features to the async communications panel, it will allow a user to build async communication decoders for a greater variety of protocols without having to build a custom decoder.
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